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Note: One copy of each publication will be sent unless otherwise noted. One copy limit per publication
for orders outside of California. All of the following publications are also available on our website.

Publications are listed by project:

• Asthma
• Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS)
• Construction Falls
• Fatality Assessment & Control Evaluation (FACE)
• Hospital Epidemiology and Infection Control
• Pesticides

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Asthma:

Brochures, Fact Sheets, & Newsletters:

_____ Asthma Risk in Making Heart Valves (glutaraldehyde) - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2007, page 3

_____ Push for Better Protection Against Asthma and Five More Years to Focus on Workplace Asthma - Occupational Health Watch, Fall 2005, page 9


_____ Cleaning Products Can Trigger Work-related Asthma - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2004, page 10
Reports and Journal Articles:

-- Investigation of Work-Related Glutaraldehyde Exposures at Two Heart Valve Manufacturing Companies. (11-page executive summary, March 2006)

-- Transforming Medical Waste Disposal Practices to Protect Public Health: Worker Health and Safety and the Implementation of Large Scale, Off-Site Steam Autoclaves. (104 page report, February 2006)


-- Processes of Care for Individuals with Work-related Asthma (abstract, AAOHN Journal, 2004; 52:327-337)


Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS):

Newsletters:

___ Solutions Available for Costly Carpal Tunnel Syndrome; CTS Found in Manufacturing, Service, other Industries - Occupational Health Watch, Spring 2003, pages 1-2

___ Computer Suspected Cause in 53% of Carpal Tunnel Cases - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2002, page 3

___ Prevention of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome in California (4 pages, June 2002)

Fact sheets:

___ 911 Dispatchers - Helping Others Shouldn't Hurt You!

___ Drywall Installers - Prevent Back, Wrist, Neck and Shoulder Injuries

___ Grocery Cashiers - Serving Customers Shouldn't Hurt You!

___ Lab Workers - Take the Pain Out of Pipetting

___ Nursery Workers - Prevent Back, Hand, Neck and Wrist Problems!

___ Pavement Breaker Operators - Prevent Back, Joint, and Muscle Injuries!

___ Sewing Machine Operators - Feel Better! Work Better!

   English _____ Chinese _____ Spanish _____

Construction Falls:

Newsletters:

___ Carpenters are most likely to fall - Occupational Health Watch, Fall 2005, page 7

___ Focus on falls - Ladder falls injure many in construction - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2004, pages 2-3

___ Falls and Silicosis Tracking - Occupational Health Watch, Spring 2003, page 11

Guidelines:

___ Fall Prevention Guidelines - English _____ Spanish _____
Fatality Assessment & Control Evaluation (FACE):

Brochures & Newsletters:

- FACE Brochure: Common Questions about the California FACE program.
- Working and Dying in Los Angeles County: Eleven years of FACE investigations - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2004, pages 6-7
- Dangerous Jobs and the Workers who Have Them - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2002, page 4

Fact Sheets:

These fact sheets give a one-page summary of the fatal event with recommendations for prevention. Spanish translations for all fact sheets should be available by summer 2008.

Over 180 detailed reports of fatality investigations including those summarized below are available on our website: www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/ohb-face/Pages/FaceReports.aspx

- Backing Vehicles can be Deadly.
- Buckle up for Safety: Seatbelt Usage.
- Crane Operator Crushed! Unsecured Load Falls During Rigging.
- Falling Vehicles Kill: Jackstand Safety. English _____ Spanish _____
- Highway Worker Killed! Struck By a Truck While Picking Up Traffic Cones.
- Mechanic Killed! Truck Falls Off Lift.
- Plumber Dies in Trench Cave-in! __
- Punch Presses “Shoot” Two Workers.
- Runaway Killer: Preventing Forklift Fatalities. English _____ Spanish _____
- Trash Truck Workers Crushed!
- Tree Trimmer Killed! Pulled Through Wood Chipper. English _____ Spanish _____
- Two Mechanics Electrocuted! Crane Boom Contacts High-voltage Line!
- Two Workers Killed When Caught in Steel Slitting Machinery
- Vehicles Backing Up Can Be Deadly!
Workers Killed! No Lockout/Tagout

Worker Crushed! Caught Between Die Plates While Repairing Injection Molding Machine.

Youth Killed in Forklift Rollover!

**Hospital Epidemiology & Infection Control**

Reports and Journal Articles:


- **A determination of healthcare worker exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis in two California hospitals**. P.M. Sutton, M. Mossman, F. Reinisch, R. J. Harrison. Journal of Hospital Infection. P 281-287, Volume 51, Number 4, August 2002

- **Tuberculosis Isolation**: Comparison of Written Procedures and Actual Practices in Three California Hospitals, Patricia Sutton, Mark Nicas, and Robert J. Harrison. Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology 2000:21:28-32


- **Evaluating the Control of Tuberculosis Among Healthcare Workers**: Adherence to CDC Guidelines of Three Urban Hospitals in California, Patrice M. Sutton, Mark Nicas, Florence Reinisch, Robert J. Harrison, Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology 1998:19-487-493

**Pesticide-Related Illness and Injury:**

Fact sheets and Newsletters:

- **Pesticides Continue to Harm Workers** - Occupational Health Watch, Fall 2005, pages 2-3

- **Pesticide Use Onboard Airliners Poses Health Risks** – Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2004, Page 4

- **Monitoring Pesticide Exposure** - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2004, page 11

- **San Luis Obispo Farm Workers Receive Safety Training** - Occupational Health Watch, Spring 2003, page 6

- **Workers Ill After Pesticide Drift Exposure** and **Farm Workers, Others Poisoned by Pesticides** - Occupational Health Watch, Summer 2002, page 2
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Reports and Journal Articles:

—— Pesticide Illness Among Flight Attendants Due to Aircraft Disinsection.  
American Journal of Industrial Medicine (2007), 12 pages

Public Health Reports (March–April 2007). 13 pages


—— Occupational Illness Among Flight Attendants Due to Aircraft Disinsection.  (October 2003), 44 page report


—— The San Luis Obispo County Farmworker Survey, Implementation of Worker Safety Regulations: A Survey of Farmworker Perspectives and Health issues. (December 2002), 144 page report

—— Aircraft Disinsection.  Letter Published in Bulletin of the World Health Organization. 79 (9):802-905, 2001

—— Occupational Illness Due to Pesticide Drift From A Sprinkler Application of Metam-Sodium.  Full Report (December 2001) Summary Report: English ______ Spanish ______


—— Skin Rash Due to a Spray Application of Pesticide Formulations Containing Myclobutanil, Streptomycin Sulfate and an Adjuvant. (2000)

—— Farm Worker Illness Following Exposure to Carbofuran and Other Pesticides – Morbidity and Morality Weekly Report (MMWR, 1999)

—— Farm Worker Illness Following Exposure to Pesticide Drift in Kings County, California, 1999. Full Report (December 2001) English ______ Spanish Summary ______

—— Pesticide Illness Due to Room Disinfection with Paraformaldehyde (1999)

Curricula:

—— Pesticide Illness: A comprehensive downloadable education curriculum in four parts for health care providers. Copies are also available on CD or downloaded at: www.aoec.org/content/resources_1_3_1.htm